Recent advances in next generation sequencing (NGS) technologies have heralded the genomic research. From the good-old inferring differentially expressed genes ( DEG) using microarray to the current adage NGS-based whole transcriptome or RNA-Seq pipelines, there have been advances and improvements. With several bioinformatics pipelines for analysing RNA-Seq on rise, inferring the candidate DEGs prove to be a cumbersome approach as one may have to reach consensus among all the pipelines. To Check this, we have benchmarked the well known cufflinks-cuffdiff pipeline on a set of datasets and outline it in the form of a protocol where researchers interested in performing whole transcriptome shotgun sequencing and it's downstream analysis can better disseminate the analysis using their datasets.
Background
Whole transcriptome shotgun sequencing (WTSS or RNA-seq) allows us to discover new genes and transcripts and measure their expression patterns in a single assay (Trapnell et al., 2012) . The quantitative analysis of gene expression allows the researchers in predicting the molecular mechanisms underlying genome regulation. In addition, RNA-seq can also detect lowly expressed transcripts in comparison to microarray based expression quantification (Illumina, 2011; Nookaew et al., 2012; Zhao et al., 2014) . While it enables us to characterize RNA transcripts in various organisms including both the coding and non-coding part, it has helped researchers in identifying differential expression patterns in cases Vs. control samples. The RNA-seq analyses is analyzed with robust and 1 sensitive algorithms; even as RNA-seq pipeline, as a protocol would vary based on how good the publicly available datasets were used for an efficient benchmarking. In this protocol, we present a bioinformatics workflow for quantitative analysis of RNA-seq data using cufflinks-cuffmerge-cuffdiff which includes open source tools all through the quality check to ascertaining differentially expressed genes (see Software section).
Equipment

Computer
Ideal configuration: 33/64GB RAM with 64 core CPUs in an Ubuntu operating system (16.04.4 LTS machine)
Software
All the softwares were downloaded/used from the following locations: 
Procedure
The raw file (fastq) was processed using various steps which included quality check, alignment, sorting and annotation. The pipeline is an amalgamation of various tools, viz. FastQC, Bowtie2/HISAT2, samtools, cufflinks along with imperative files containing the human genome reference sequence (hg38 from UCSC human genome browser) and genes coordinate information file.
Since the commands in pipeline run on linux, all commands are presumptively case sensitive. This pipeline was run on a 64 GB RAM with 64 core CPUs in an Ubuntu operating system (16.04.4 LTS machine), but this can also be run on a minimum 16 GB RAM machine depending upon the raw fastq file size. A shell script was created with extension .sh and all the commands with details are mentioned below.
A. Preprocessing of raw data
Quality check
The data analysis of NGS studies rely on the raw data as it delivers a prompt insight of the sequence quality for further downstream analysis . In our pipeline, we used FastQC as it plots the read depth and quality score besides a host of other statistical inferences. 
Alignment and post processing
HISAT2 is fast and sensitive alignment used to map RNA-seq reads to the genome. Like Bowtie, HISAT uses burrows-wheeler transform (BWT) to compress the genomes so that they require very little memory to store. Unlike BWA and Bowtie, HISAT2 builds a whole genome global index and thousands of small local indexes to make spliced alignment possible to run on a standard system in an efficient way (Kim et al., 2015) . Bowtie2 is used for short read alignment and uses very little RAM with accuracy and modest performance in indexing the alignment (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012) .
The mismatch or any sequencing errors or small genetic variation between samples and reference genome could be checked using the following commands: Samtools is a collection of tools to manipulate the resulting alignment in SAM/BAM format. SAM stands for sequence alignment/map format and its corresponding format is binary mapped format (BAM). SAM could be converted into different alignment format, sort, merge, alignment, remove duplicates, call SNPs and short indel variants; whereas the BAM and following indices (.bai) are used to view the index of the binary aligned sequences. The basic necessity of having the binary mapped files is to save the memory. 
Alignment of Sequencing Reads
After benchmarking, we got a good recovery rate for DEGs across these tools. From six samples, we obtained a RNA-seq quality checked using FastQC. The reads were aligned to the human reference genome assembly (hg38) and consensus was reached using Bowtie2 and HISAT2. While the average alignment percentage of 91.82 was observed for Bowtie2, for HISAT2, it was found to be 97.27% even as the percentage of reads mapped to the reference genome was found to be similar between all six groups suggesting that there were no sequencing biases in the data ( Table 2 ). Further from coverage percentage analysis between DESeq2 pipeline and our pipeline we observed that Bowtie2 and HISAT2 generated feature counts from DESeq2, ca. 60% and 50% coverage respectively. This is much lower than Bowtie2 (~90%) and HISAT2 (>90%) although it generated alignment files from our pipeline across all the samples (Figure 2 Table 2 : -Alignment coverage obtained using Bowtie2 and Hisat2 aligners.
DEG analyses
The files were processed using cufflinks software with alternating the transcripts.out file from both the samples of the same population (Figure 3 ). Cuffdiff analysis was done using transcripts.out file (output 7 file from cuffdiff) with parent:child as well as child:parent which yielded different results. We obtained an average of 870 (YRI), 928 (PUR) and 800 (CHS) DEGs using cuffdiff taken as parent:
child and while taken as child: parent we obtained an average of 3036 (YRI), 2963 (PUR) and 3093 (CHS) DEGs. 
Conclusions
Benchmarking is a gold standard for any NGS pipeline. It gives us inherent statistical interpretation of how the data is used for further analyses. In this protocol, we have presented a RNA-Seq pipeline to screen the DEGs and we hope that this pipeline could be aptly used by beginners. While the cufflinks-cuffdiff pipeline is a simplest approach to identify the DEGs, the tools such as DESeq serves as another alternative.
